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Abstract
We present aPCTL a version of PCTL with an actionbased semantics which coincides
with the ordinary PCTL in case of a sole action type We point out what aspects of
aPCTL may be improved for its application as a probabilistic logic in a tool modeling
large probabilistic systems We give a nonstandard semantics to the actionbased
temporal logic aCTL where the propositional clauses are interpreted in a fuzzy and
the modalities in a probabilistic way the untilconstruct is evaluated as a least
xedpoint over these meanings We view aCTL formulas  as templates for aPCTL
formulas which still need vectors of thresholds as annotations for all subformulas
which are path formulas Since 		 s our nonstandard meaning of  at state s
is an interval a b	 we may craft aPCTL formulas from  using the information a
and b respectively This results in two aPCTL formulas 

and 

 This translation
denes a critical region of such thresholds for  in the following sense
 if a   then
s satises the aPCTL formula 

 dually if b   then s does not satisfy the formula


 Thus any interesting probabilistic dynamics of aPCTL formulas with pattern
 has to happen within the ndimensional interval determined by our nonstandard
aCTL semantics 		
 Introduction and Motivation
This paper investigates two seemingly opposing views of how to analyze re
active labeled Markov chains which are essentially labeled Markov chains
Markov chains  plus statedependent propositional atoms enriched with
action types This enrichment allows for combining nondeterminism which
action types is the environment going to o	er
 with probabilistic processes
given that action type a is o	ered and chosen which atransition will be
made by the system

c
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Although it is important that suitable expressive formalisms are estab
lished for coding or programming such models eg a stochastic process al
gebras eg  we focus here on the foundational issue of how to verify
properties of such models In particular we investigate to what extend the
extremely successful toolbox of denotational semantics  can be used in
crafting such verication formalisms The obvious point of friction at hand
is that probabilistic reasoning is usually noncompositional in that it often
needs to argue with conditional probabilities for a compositional framework
see  This is in contrast to the techniques of denotational semantics be it
as a descriptive analysis of program behavior eg  or as an actual means
for solid and sound programming language design eg 
Our point of departure is the work done with Marta Kwiatkowska in 
and in  In  one nds a nonstandard semantics of the model mucalculus
 over the unit interval   instead of the usual domain of truth values
fff  ttg The underlying models were the probabilistic transition systems
of Larsen and Skou  The technical contribution of  was to give a
denotational semantics give all operators a monotone mathematical meaning
on a complete lattice and interpret the xedpoints as actual xedpoints of
monotone maps to the model mucalculus over such probabilistic models
Among other things we also compared this semantics to the standard one
and investigated corresponding operational preorders
What this paper did not address was in what sense this semantics approx
imates or substitutes classical probabilistic analyzes provided that a modal
mucalculus formula determines a measurable set in some probability space
Such a study had been done in  for a fragment of CTL without negation and
greatest xedpoints The purpose of this paper is to address this question for
the full logic CTL If we conne the modal mucalculus to its fragment aCTL
an actionbased CTL then such an analysis benets from having a matching
probabilistic logic at our disposal aPCTL which is just the obvious action
based version of PCTL  reasons about CTLlike formulas using probability
thresholds for path formulas and a canonical probability space for the sets
of paths being considered  Thus the discussion which we are about to
engage in centers around four questions
i What is aPCTL

ii What aspects of aPCTL if seen as a tool logic could be improved

iii What is aCTL over reactive labeled Markov chains

iv Does aCTL and its semantics over reactive labeled Markov chains help in
improving aPCTL as a logic for designing and verifying large probabilistic
systems


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 What is aPCTL
The short answer to the rst question is that aPCTL is an actionbased version
of the probabilistic logic PCTL  such that the latter is simply aPCTL in case
of a single action type of transitions Note In  formulas have meanings
over transitions of probabilistic transition systems so this comment only ap
plies if one views aPCTL as being statebased The natural models for this
logic are reactive labeled Markov chains a rather obvious extension of Larsen
and Skous probabilistic transition systems  to labeled states The actual
semantic denitions closely follow the one of PCTL
Syntax Given a set AP of atomic proposition symbols and Act a set of action
types we dene the syntax of aPCTL by
  ff j p j  j 

 

j X
a

p
j 

U
a



p
where p  AP a  Act and p is in   Using  one can derive versions of
the last two clauses with   or  instead of 
Models As models for aPCTL we choose structures consisting of
i a set S of states
ii for each a  Act a stochastic matrix P
a
such that P
a
s s

 is the prob
ability of the transition s
a
s

for all s s

 S
iii a labeling function LS  PAP such that L s is the set of atomic
propositions p which are true at state s
We call such models S P
a

aAct
 L reactive labeled Markov chains they
are simply probabilistic transition systems with an additional labeling function
L For an example of such a models see eg 
Semantics Given a reactive labeled Markov chain S P
a

aAct
 L we dene
a forcing relation j and its complement j by structural induction on 
i s j ff
ii s j p if p  L s
iii s j  if s j 
iv s j 

 

if s j 

and s j 


v s j X
a

p
if the probability of the set of all innite paths  beginning
in s and satisfying X
a
 is greater or equal to p
vi s j 

U
a



p
if the probability of the set of all innite paths  begin
ning in s and satisfying 

U
a


is greater or equal to p
The reason for this to be welldened is the same as the one given for the
welldenedness of the ordinary PCTL semantics the sets of innite paths in
the last two clauses are measurable in a canonical probability space  and
the satisfaction relation of the two path formulas X
a
 and 

U
a


over a

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path  is dened as follows
i  j X
a
 if  is of the form s


a
s

    and s

j 
ii  j 

U
a


if there exists some i   such that the following hold
a  is of the form s


a
s


a
s


a
  
a
s
i
    for some i  
b s
i
j 


c s
j
j 

for all j  i
Thus this semantics works just like for the corresponding clauses of linear
temporal logic only that the patterns have to be achieved with atransitions
In particular this semantics coincides with the usual one of PCTL in case that
Act  fag
 How can we improve aPCTL as a tool logic
There are several places where the tool logic aPCTL has room for improvement
or additional features
i Guessing thresholds or critical regions thereof to check path formulas is
a poor programming style its computational engine is that of observation
or experiment so this might require a substantial nite number of such
checks in order to gain the necessary insights Although the syntax
of aPCTL suggests such an observational approach its implementation
in the Timing and Probability Workbench TPWB actually computes
probabilities for path formulas at the top level TPWB also allows for
queries for probability intervals at the top level of a formula the upper
and lower bounds in these intervals are due to the presence of a non
deterministic choice operator in the process algebra TPCCS  Thus
one could improve the TPWB by allowing such queries to occur at any
subformula which happens to require a probability threshold
ii The verication of PCTL and TPCTL formulas in  labels transitions as
opposed to states with subformulas that are recognized to be true at that
transition In order to put to use the work developed in  we need
to allow thresholds of aPCTL to be statedependent For a xed model
S P
a

aAct
 L with n states this can easily be achieved by allowing
thresholds to be vectors p  p
s

sS
  
n
 The semantics for path
formula  would then be s j 
p
if the probability of all innite paths
s    satisfying  is greater or equal to p
s
 We will actually work with
this more general syntax and semantics of aPCTL for the remainder of this
paper
iii The semantics of aPCTL is at least on the surface nonincremental In
checking a path formula against a threshold the overall result is a truth
value and any future check with a modied threshold has to start from
scratch Below the surface this objection wont hold for the TPWB
but it remains a conceptual concern for general performance evaluation

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analyzes
iv The semantics of aPCTL has discontinuous cuto	 points wherever a for
mula contains thresholds This is of particular concern when the numer
ical robustness of this approach is analyzed Although the TPWB uses
exact rational number computation this might be of concern when e
ciency is vital eg when analyzing big systems which are given symboli
cally say by means of MultiTerminal OrderedBinaryDecisionDiagrams

These are the issues which this paper addresses in a statebased setting and
by ignoring discrete time Furthermore we will provide a semantic framework
in which the computation of probabilities may be halted as soon as a desired
accuracy has been obtained This is accomplished by combining aPCTL with
its temporal cousin aCTL in a nonstandard interpretation
 What is aCTL over reactive labeled Markov Chains
The logic aCTL is just actionbased CTL and has the standard forcing semantics
s j  if we view aCTL as a fragment of the modal mucalculus  However
we now intend to use it as a carrier of meaning for the models of aPCTL
This necessitates a shift from a predicate semantics to one over realvalued
functions But rst we dene the syntax of aCTL formally
Syntax Given a set Act of action types for transitions and a set AP of atomic
propositions we dene aCTL formulas  by
  ff j p j  j 

 

j EX
a
 j E

U
a



where p  AP and a  Act The temporal logician will certainly notice the
absence of a clause AF
a
 which would make the above grammar adequate to
express all of CTL assuming a sole action type a However our nonstandard
semantics of aCTL will imply certain abstractions eg the meanings of A and
E coincide for path formulas X
a
 and 

U
a


 Thus we may view AF
a
as
being simply EU
a

The nonstandard semantics of aCTL which we are about to propose makes
the following contributions to aPCTL
i Our semantics of aPCTL is incremental  this is guaranteed by dening it
as a leastxed point semantics over the interval domain I
ii our semantics is statedependent the meaning of  is a function from the
state set S to our domain of meaning the interval domain I 
iii our semantics is furthermore continuous or stable in slight changes of
the model minor changes in the transition probabilities P
a
s s

 result
in minor changes of meaning of 
iv our semantics generates thresholds for aPCTL formulas since  s is an in
terval a
s
 b
s
 we will see that a
s
corresponds to guaranteed satisfaction

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whereas b
s
indicates guaranteed dissatisfaction in a reading which we
make precise later on
The Interval Domain I We let I  be the partial order of all
intervals a b such that   a  b   where we order elements by reverse
inclusion
a b  c d if and only if a  c  d  b
The following is wellknown 
Lemma  The partial order I is a distributive continuous Scottdomain
with
i a b c d if and only if a  c  d  b
ii a b 	 c d  a 	 c b  d if a 	 c  b  d
iii
W
iI
a
i
 b
i
  
W
iI
a
i

V
iI
b
i

iv
V
iI
a
i
 b
i
  
V
iI
a
i

W
iI
b
i

where all
W
are directed and all
V
are ltered
See  or  for more information on that domain
Models As models for aCTL we naturally choose the ones for aPCTL dened
in the previous section namely reactive labeled Markov chains this allows for
a direct comparison of these two semantic frameworks Actually aCTL models
can be more general since the type of our meaning allows p s to be a proper
interval for any p  AP and we could not dene this using a predicate labeling
L For the sake of comparing aCTL and aPCTL we will therefore conne our
attention to the models of aPCTL
Semantics Our semantics of aCTL isolates three separate concerns First
aCTL has a logical interpretation for the propositional clauses
  ff j p j  j 

 

j   
Here the idea is to interpret  s  a
s
 b
s
 such that a
s
  means that  be
true at s and b
s
  means that  be true at s as well we can hear the
bells of threevalued and fuzzy logics ringing Thus only meanings  r and
r  may be reinterpreted classically in a sound and complete way
The meaning of ff is the singleton interval   and the meanings of atoms
p will be the characteristic functions of the set fs  S j p  L sg into I if
p  L s then p s    otherwise p s   
As for the meaning of negation and conjunction we set  s  b
s
a
s

where  s  a
s
 b
s
 and where     
op
is a semantic negation which
we axiomatize as follows
Axiom       
op
is idempotent and preserves ltered inma
and directed suprema
As a working example think of b as 
 b In particular we have p s 
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ff s or ff s depending on whether p is in L s or not
Given 

 s  a
s
 b
s
 and 

 s  c
s
 d
s
 we dene 

 

 s composi
tionally as a
s
 c
s
 b
s
 d
s
 where  is a semantic conjunction again we will
axiomatize such maps later on and a concrete instance would be the operation
min for 
The reason for postponing the axiomatization is that of mathematical
honesty we read o	 the needed properties of these functions by trying to
prove whatever it is we desire to show and summarize these properties in a
separate section
Second our logic has a probabilistic clause
     j EX
a
 j   
which we also interpret in this way if EX
a
 s

 a
s

 b
s

 then we set
EX
a
 s  
X
s

S
P
a
s s

  a
s


X
s

S
P
a
s s

  b
s


so we simply compute expected values in each interval component sepa
rately
Third our logic has an incremental clause
     j E

U
a



which we may interpret via a standard least xedpoint semantics since all
meanings dened so far are Scottcontinuous over I provided that  is bicon
tinuous
Axiom        preserves ltered inma and directed suprema
Note that the statement about Scottcontinuity also includes negation 
try it This seems puzzling since we could easily dene such a semantics
for the entire modal mucalculus even for recursive formulas which are not
formally monotone but their meanings could not be reinterpreted as pred
icates in any coherent way The functional for computing the meaning of
E

U
a


 is suggested by its xedpoint characterization in its standard
temporal semantics
E

U
a


 s  xF  s
where F D  D maps d to 

	 

EX
a
zz  d and D 
Q
sS
I
Although the denition of F is only suggestive it is clear that we can dene
this function using the operations which are implicit in the clauses above
 Can aCTL improve the tool logic aPCTL
At this point we need to see whether our nonstandard semantics of aCTL can
be compared to or even put to good use in a framework which relies on aPCTL
Let us rst compare the two grammars for aPCTL and aCTL They only di	er

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in the two clauses for path formulas
aPCTL      j X
a

p
j 

U
a



p
aCTL      j EX
a
 j E

U
a



This graphical display suggests for any aCTL formula  to use our interval
semantics of EX
a
and EU
a
to generate two aPCTL formulas 

and 

such
that 

guarantees satisfaction and 

guarantees nonsatisfaction
Translation of aCTL into aPCTL We dene a map   

 

 aCTL 
aPCTL aPCTL by induction on the height of 
tt


 tt tt


 tt
ff


 ff ff


 ff
p


 p p


 p



 

 


 




 




 

 




 




 

 


EX
a



 X
a


	


p
EX
a



 X
a


	


p
E

U
a





 


U
a



	


q
E

U
a





 


U
a



	


q
where p  EX
a
 q  E

U
a


 and 
i
is the vector projection
extracting the ith coordinates Notice that the denition of 

is dual to that
of 

in the sense that  is dual to 
 A Matchmaker
Now we have everything in place to show that our semantics of aCTL does the
job we promised it would do
Theorem  Let S P
a

aAct
 L be a reactive labeled Markov chain such that
our semantics for aCTL and the one for aPCTL coincide on atoms p  AP Let
 be any aCTL formula
i If 

 s   then s j 


ii If 

 s   then s j 

 ie s j 


iii In particular if    s in I then s j 



 ie s j 


Proof The third item is an immediate consequence of the rst two We
proceed by an induction on the lexicographical ordering of 

and 

 where


is the EU
a
height in counting we identify all EU
a
with a  Act and


the ordinary height of a formula
i We never have 

ff s   Now 

ff s   requires s j ff

 but
ff

  ff

 tt
ii Since our particular aCTL semantics coincides with the aPCTL semantics
on atoms p there is nothing to show in this case
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iii Let    If 

 s   then  
 

 s  

 s   and
induction imply that s j 

 but 

  

 

 Dually if


 s   then  
 

 s  

 s   and so by induction we
infer s j 

 but 

 

  

  


iv Let   EX
a

a If 

EX
a
 s   then


EX
a
 s

X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

 s


X
fP
a
s s

  

 s

j 

 s

 g

X
fP
a
s s

  

 s

j s j 

g by induction hypothesis

X
fP
a
s s

 j s j 

g
which ensures that s j X
a





EX
a
 s
sS
but the latter formula
is dened to be EX
a


which is 


b If 

EX
a
 s   then we are entitled to use the induction hypoth
esis for assertion i on  since  is of the same order as EX
a

and since we show assertion i before we show assertion ii for all
formulas of the same order Thus we may tackle this case by reduc
ing it to 

 s

  We need to show that s j EX
a



where the latter formula is equivalent to EX
a


 which in turn is
equivalent to EX
a


 But s j EX
a


means that
X
fP
a
s s

 j s

j 

g  

EX
a
 s
We compute


EX
a
 s
X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

 s



X
fP
a
s s

  

 s

j 

 s

 g

X
fP
a
s s

  

 s

j s

j 

g by ind

X
fP
a
s s

  

 s

j s

j 

g

X
fP
a
s s

 j s

j 

g
which renders 
v Let   

 

 For s  S we set a
s
 b
s
  

 s and c
s
 d
s
  

 s
a If 

 s   then this means that a
s
 c
s
  which needs to imply
a
s
  and c
s
 
Axiom  x  y   implies x   and y  
By induction we obtain s j 


and s j 


which implies s j



 


 but the latter formula is just 

 



 


b If 

 s   then this means b
s
 d
s
  We then need b
s
  or

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d
s
 
Axiom  x  y   implies x   or y  
Without loss of generality we have b
s
  By induction s j 



which implies s j 


 


 but the latter formula is dened to be


 



  


vi Let   E

U
a


 We dene syntactic approximations for  in aCTL
	

 ff
	
m


	 

EX
a
	
m

where 


	 


is to be understood as an abbreviation of 


 



a Let 

 s   We need to show s j 


U
a






 s
sS
 Thus if
q
s
denotes the probability of all innite paths beginning in s which
satisfy the path formula 


U
a



 then we need to establish 

 s 
q
s
 Since all operations involved are bicontinuous we get


 s 

m


	
m
 s
and therefore it suces to show that


	
m
 s  q
s

for all m   Since 

	

 s   this is clear for m   So we
assume that  holds for m and all s  S and show its validity for
m  For future reference we set
a
s
 b
s
  

 s
c
s
 d
s
  

 s
e
s
 f
s
  EX
a
	
m
 s
If 

	
m
 s   there is nothing to show Otherwise 

	
m
 s 
c
s

d
a
s
 e
s
   where 
d
is the dual map of  with respect to 
x 
d
y  x  y
Thus we need at least one of the two arguments of 
d
be positive
Axiom  x 
d
y   implies x   or y  
Therefore we obtain c
s
  or a
s
 e
s
  If c
s
  we may use
induction to get s j 


which gives us that q
s
  and so the in
equality 

	
m
 s  q
s
holds Otherwise we may therefore assume
the following
s j 



c
s
 
a
s
 e
s
  ie a
s
  and e
s
  by Axiom 
By induction a
s
  implies s j 


and so
s j 


 



Using this information we compute


	
m
 s 
d
a
s
 e
s

 a
s
 e
s
as  is a unit for 
d
   e
s
since  is monotone by Axiom 

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 e
s
as  is a unit for 

X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

	
m
 s


X
s

S
P
a
s s

  q
s

by induction on m
 q
s
by 
To make this reasoning valid we need two axioms for units
Axiom   
d
x  x
Axiom 	   x  x
Note that we require 

	
m
 s

  in order to apply our induc
tion argument but the case 

	
m
 s

  is not a problem at all in
securing the inequality above
b If 

 s   then we need to show s j 

 ie


E

U
a


 s  r
s
where r
s
is the probability of the set of all innite paths beginning in
s which satisfy 


U
a



 We reason in a completely dual way to the
previous case Since our semantics is Scottcontinuous we have


E

U
a


 s 

m


	
m
 s
where 	
m
is dened as in  Therefore it suces to show that


	
m
 s  r
s

for allm   which we show by induction onm Ifm   then 	
o
 ff
and so 

	
m
 s  

ff s  

    is certainly greater than or
equal to r
s
 Let us now assume that  holds for m and all s

such
that 

	
m
 s

  We need to show the same inequality for m  
We x the same notation as in  Then 

	
m
 s  d
s

d
b
s
f
s
 and
we are done if this expression renders  Otherwise d
s
  follows
since  is a zero for 
d
by Axiom  By induction we infer
s j 



We compute


	
m
 s d
s

d
b
s
 f
s

  
d
b
s
 f
s
 
d
is monotone by Axiom  and 
 b
s
 f
s
by Axiom 
 b
s

X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

	
m
 s


If b
s
  then we may use induction to infer that
s j 



In conjunction with  this implies r
s
  and so  holds trivially
for m  Otherwise b
s
  implies


	
m
 s 
X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

	
m
 s

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
X
s

S
P
a
s s

  

	
m
 s

by Axiom 

X
s

S
P
a
s s

  r
s


 r
s
as s j 



Again we are entitled to make this last inference in  since either
our induction hypothesis applies or 

	
m
 s

  in which case this
inference is always valid

Since our xedpoint semantics wont be able to iterate forever this result
would be useless unless it remains valid for partial xedpoint iterations We
hasten to add that this is indeed the case
Corollary  The Theorem above remain valid if the evaluation of any EU
a
subformula gets terminated at any nite stage
Proof This is simply a consequence of the identity in Lemma c for if
W
im
a
i
  then
W
i
a
i
  follows and we may apply the Theorem above
The case
V
im
b
i
is dual to that 
Along with this dual partial evaluation of E

U
a


 over I one would
have a polarized numerical rounding policy always round up in the second
coordinate and round down in the rst coordinate of meanings
 Totality
We already pointed out that the interval domain I has a copy of the unit
interval as set of maximal elements Take a formula EX
a
 or E

U
a


 let
us denote this by  and suppose that  s  x x is indeed such a maximal
element If   x   then our results imply that s j 

 so the probability of
the corresponding set of innite paths is at least x but we also have s j 


so that probability cannot be greater than x Hence our semantics computes
the exact probability conrming that maximality here also means totality
	 Towards a Tool
An envisioned tool would view aCTL formulas  as patterns for aPCTL formu
las Our nonstandard semantics of aCTL computes then the critical region of
interest for actual aPCTL formulas meeting the pattern of 
The restriction of the modal mucalculus down to aCTLmeans that we could
freely dene the meaning of  as being compositional in   via the operation
 This cannot be expected for larger fragments like aCTL

 where logical
operators and certain temporal nestings introduce conditional probabilities
This is subject of future work

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 Summary of Axioms
Our analysis came up with certain constraints on   and 
d
for these results
to go through Using the idempotence of  and the fact that it is monotone as
a map of type    
op
one sees that  maps  to  and vice versa With
this in mind it is not hard to see that Axiom  is implied by Axiom  and that
Axiom  implies Axiom  Furthermore we would expect the operation  and
therefore 
d
 to be commutative as well as associative The list of constraints
on these maps is thus that
i     
op
be idempotent and preserve ltered inma and directed
suprema
ii     be a commutative monoid where  preserve ltered inma
and directed suprema
Note that this implies all the axioms presented in this text Examples of such
monoid structures  are minx y x  y and max x y 
 
 Actionbased versus Statebased Semantics
The temporal logic CTL  is statebased since the transitions of its underlying
models have only one action type Thus the entire static structure needs to
be placed into the states via the labeling L The other extreme is an action
based logic such as aCTL without a clause for propositional atoms Then all
the static information sits on the transitions labeled with action types From
a mathematical point of view one can easily translate one model into the
one of the other kind One can even envision the translation of a subset of
propositional atoms or action types respectively It seems to be an important
empirical question whether model checks can be improved by such translations
 Summary of our aCTL Semantics
Here is a summary of the denotational semantics of aCTL over a reactive labeled
Markov chain S P
a

aAct
 L since all the operators below have a monotone
interpretation this also implicitly denes a denotational semantics of the full
modal mucalculus over such a model
ff		 s   	
p		 s  a
p
s
 a
p
s
	 where a
p
s
  if p  Ls and  otherwise
		 s  b
s
a
s
	 where 		 s  a
s
 b
s
	


 

		 s  a
s
 c
s
 b
s
 d
s
	 where 

		 s  a
s
 b
s
	 

		 s  c
s
 d
s
	
EX
a
		 s  
X
s

S
P
a
s s

  a
s


X
s

S
P
a
s s

  b
s

	 where 		 s

 a
s

 b
s

	
E

U
a


		 s  xF  s where F 
D  D
 d 

 

EX
a
z		z 	 d	

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